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A control process model on the above considerations is used in CANDU NPP operating [7J.
- A performance analysis should be laid down; particularly, three main conceptual approaches are
considered in CANDU NPPs [8]:
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1. Summary of Activities and Objectives

The only activities in Romania that are directly relevant for the present CRP are performed fay lhe
following institutes: Institute of Atomic Physics - Bucharest, Center of Technology and Engineering for
Nuclear Projects - Bucharest, Institute for Nuclear Research - Phesti, the last two units being
associated to the Romanian Electricity Authority.
The Institute of Atomic Physics (IFA) is a network of institutes and companies dealing with research
and development (R&D), manufacturing and services in several fields of high technology: nuclear
engineering, plasma techniques, lasers, vacuum techniques, optoelectronics. IF A is guided by the
Ministry of Research and Technology.
The Center of Technology and Engineering for Nuclear Projects (CITON) deals with engineering
activities in the field of nuclear projects.
The Institute for Nuclear Research (ICN)'s activity is centered around the development of the
applicable research programmes for nuclear energy.

There are two IFA's research projects whose main topics are relevant for the present CRP:
• Development of a nuclear emergency Decision Support System;
• Development of computerised operator support systems for CANDU NPP;
There is one project under development at the ICN:
• Cemavoda probabilistic safety evaluation project

A short description of each item is given in me following.

Development of a nuclear emegenty Decision Support System
Code - named ACAIFA, the project is covered by a contract within Programme Area I - Nuclear
Accident Consequence Assessment Expert Software of IFA's Programme on Nuclear Accidents. АСА
- IFA is meant as an open - ended modular structure to be inductively built and refined, assimilating in
some creative fashion elements of knowledge - models, methodology, procedures, etc. - as these
emerge and are made publicly available by excellence centers and international organizations.

Development of computerised operator support systems for CANDU NPP
COSS development constitutes the subject of a research collaboration between IFA and CITON.
COSS are presently under development and are intended to be implemented in me Cemavoda Nuclear
Training Center, for me final tests and validation on me Full - Scope Simulator replica Unit 1 of
Cemavoda NPP. Current Status is the development of the pilots for the "Moderator System" and the
"Spent - Fuel Bay System".

Cemavoda probabilistic safety evaluation project (CPSE)
This evaluation is the first phase of a full scope Level I PSA study for me Cernavoda CANDU - 600
plant, having as its main objectives the training of a PSA team and the development of a limited scope
probabilistic model for such applications as: plant design evaluation and early safety improvements,
defining specifications for a living PSA, identifying training scenarios for plant operators, evaluating
technical specifications and developing emergency procedures.
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2. Activities related to the Individual CRP Tasks

2.1 Introduction

This chapter contains nie summary report for task 4.4.2, where Romania is task leader and some
contributed information on task 4.4.3, where Romania is task participant

2.2
Task 4.4.2. Develop guidance for co-ordination of systems and document existing

experience with respect to system functionality and human factors
concerns

Summary report

Task group members: D. Bengulescu (Romania), task leader
J.Naser(USA)
К Haugset (Norway)

1. Summary

An advanced Control Room needs that the individual OSS be integrated both with respect to man-
machine interface and to aie process complying to assure the link among all systems like surveillance
system, disturbance analysis system and /fiagnnew system.
Even though new plant designs are being developed where OSS-based Control Room concepts are
present, OSS will mainly be utilized through a gradual upgrading of existing plante; the existing
Control Room should be upgraded by integrating the new OSSs into their environment
The integrated system should allow lhe operator's access to all the individual OSSs; as introduction of
new OSSs normally means 1hat more and new types of information are available, guidance should be
given on what information to display and how to display it, so that is useful and does not add a burden
to the operator.

2. Introduction

As tasks become more complex and involving large numbers of subsystem

interrelationships, mere are more risks and chances for human errors. Therefore, reliable, integrated

information presented in a useful manner is a critical element for protecting the nuclear utüit/s capital

investment and increasing availability, reliability and productivity. Integrated systems with integrated

information access can perform more effectively to increase productrvify and enhance safety. These are

being done through bom upgraded functionality, which is possible with the introduction of digital

technology, and improved human actors design.
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Methods and Artificial Intelligence in NPP Control Rooms", Halden, Norway,
13-15 Sept., 1994

3. Contributed Materials provided by CRP

Thanks to the kindness of Mr. J. Naser, Mr. К Haugsef and Mr. Y. Fujita, lhe task leader was sent,
after CRP meeting in Budapest, several reports, already opened to public, dealing with a series of
aspects relevant for the present task.
The mentioned reports are listed in section б (References) together with published AECL information
on CANDU and other reports of interest for the discussed task

4. Analysis Results, Methodologies

Plant Communications and Computing Architecture - PCCA - (EPRFs concept) provides the
mechanism for integrating systems, for providing access to all of the plant's information sources and
for facilitating common interfaces between the human and the machine:

Each OSS will be able to communicate with other internal and external systems;
The human-machine interface of each OSS will be consistent in look and feel with other OSSs;
Future migration to a new hardware or technology will be completed without excessive down time
or a major conversion effort;
Each OSS will be maintained at a more reasonable cost;
Information and functianaiiiy will not be unnecessarily duplicated

EPRI ISC Upgrade Initiative is designed to help utilities upgrade the I&C systems in their
plants. Integration is a key word in the I&C Upgrade Initiative. There is the integrated life
cycle management plan which looks at the entire plant and evaluates and plans all of the
upgrades in an integrated manner. The PCCA supplies the infrastructure which allows ate
integration of systems and information. A generic methodology for the creation of PCCA plan
is under development at ЕРШ.

To obtain maximum benefit from a distributed process control scheme, CANDU designers have

put distributed control field stations throughout the plant and connected them by dual-

redundant data highways. Att process control logic is performed by individual nodes on this

network and âie closed loop control is completed over ike data highways. The Distributed

Control System (DCS) represents a set of control and sensing nodes, geographical distributed

overate buildings oftheplanLThe DCSconsistof a number ofsignal scanning andprocessing

stations linked by high performance data highways The LAN is available throughout the plant

to connect to additional nodes with plant data for computation, monitoring or technical

support The combined plant display systems form a digital communications network which

transforms the data available to the distributed control systems into a centralized operator

interface and data retrieval system. This approach wiU be successful in providing the operator

a coherent and co-ordinated interface in the centralized control areas, so that the benefits of

centralized and co-ordinated interface in the centralized control areas and those of centralized

supervisory control will not be lost m the era of distributed controllers.



The unified man-machiae interface allows the human to interface with the integrated plant systems
by:
• presenting more complete, integrated and reliable information to plant staff to better cope with

operating and emergency conditions;
• eliminating routine manpower-intensive efforts (recording, integrating and evaluating data);
• developing took to assist m performing monitoring and control;
• improving information availability (readily obtainable and in the proper form for all groups

requiring it).
The unified man-machine interface serves as a common interface to plant instrumentation and control
(t&C) systems and data networks and provides needed functional applications and software services to
support the activities of operations, maintenance and engineering personnel It promotes a standardized
computing environment which meets the special needs of aie nuclear power industry: reliability,
security, time-critical operation, configuration control and effective human-machine interaction.

ЕРШ has under development ate EMU Plant-Window System ( Plant-Wide Integrated
ENvironment Distributed On Workstation) - PWS, which plays the role of aie window that ate
human has into (he plant, allowing the human to interface with all of the plant systems,
software, and databases and to perform any desired activity. The system resides on workstation
platforms distributed throughout aplani and facilitates the access and functional integration of
data and applications:
- access integration - the user accesses as plant systems and data needed to accomplish
control, monitoring and analysis activities;
-functional integration - applications and computer systems cooperate in performing tasks for
the user.
The PWS allows a wide variety ofOSSs to be accessible in a totally transparent manner as far
as to where the system actually resides. It will communicate with other computers and OSSs
throughout the plant It will be designed in a modular and easily expandable form.
Л PWS console consists of a conventional workstation supporting standard operating system
services but it also provides an integrated application environment that supplies functional
module libraries, distributed system and data access services and resource management

The AECL Operator Companion is conceived as a family of expert systems and outer advanced

computing systems that will address the key plant functions of plant information access and

display, on-line advice and diagnosis, alarm annunciation and interactive operating

procedures. A prototype Operator Companion has been implemented using workstations linked

on a heal area network (LAN). Three types of modules have been develope:

- aplani database - a central data repository for such data as measured values, component

information, historical trends and shift logs;

- an operator console - serves as a high-level interface to selected data from ÓK plant

database, and alerts the operator to parameter changes. It also serves as an interface to the

subsystem advisor modules;

- subsystem advisor.



The network can contain any number of operator consoles and advisor stations. Each

workstation can be dedicated either to monitoring specific parts of aie plant or to meeting the

needs of a specific operations group (e.g., operators, mamtamers, etc.)

The concept of an Integrated Surveillance Air. Control System (ISACS) has been developed

into a prototype, which presently is in operation at the simulator-based experimental control

room HAMMLAB of the OECD Halden Reactor Project ISACS is designed to be an integrated

interface for the operators of a nuclear power plant The prototype version of ISACS performs

mis assistance through ate integration of a number of single-purpose Computerized Operator

Support Systems. Because it would be impossible to use such a large number of COSSs

individually, ISACS provides an integrated interface through ate use of an Intelligent

Coordinator that monitors the operation of all the COSSs and presents a prioritized summary

of ate situation to the operating crew through the man-machine interface.

The ISACS system assesses plant status continuously, identifies events and safety function

challenges and formulates a recommended course of action for restoring ate plant to normal

conditions. In addition, the computerized procedure system built into ISACS coordinates the

implementation of ate recommended actions. Finally, aie ISACS intelligent coordinator actively

monitors operator actions and warns ate operator if he should switch his attention to higher-

priority concerns.

Human factors view of new technology

In consonance with growing awareness that the human operator is an integral part of t ie overall

human-machine system, with special strengths and weaknesses, human actors engineering is receiving

significant attention in the design of the human-machine interface. Ideally, human engineering methods

should be applied throughout the design process, from concept development to system implementation.

Human factors concerns

• The present form of MMIs development is technology driven. This is a naH al

process of technical evolution, but mis sometimes causes problems when technical

limitations and the consistency with user characteristics and work rules are not

considered carefully. A better form of the control room technologies implies me

need for shifting me technical emphasis from technology-oriented approach to truly

user-oriented ap;- oaah.

• In the long term, mere will be an increasing transfer of certain operator tasks to

OSSs. Problems will arise with guidance given by computers if me tasks which are

assigned to human and machine are not clearly defined. The important decision of

who has responsibility if incorrect guidance is provided must be taken and stressed



Current ibinlring is mat me operations staff has final responsibility for all actions

and therefore must verity me guidance given by the OSS. It is necessary to design

OSS in such a way mat it functions more like a consultant man an instructor. It is

crucially important to decide function allocation between the human and OSS, and

also me form of OSS such mat OSS remains as a subordinate to the human ( Le.

tool).

While automation has a number of desirable attributes, for a number of reasons,

both functional and social, it will never replace human involvement in plant

operation or maintenance. There are some functions (Le. very fast decision time)

ttiat require machine implementation. Other functions are best implemented by

humans (Le. where there is a requirement to apply judgement, rtantmmg and

experience). The basic goal is to free me operator from me tasks he is not suitable

for, and assign him those tasks that benefit from the unique human capabilities as

pattern recognition, extrapolation, abstraction, planning activities.
It is clear mat a full intégration of me OSSs into me general plant monitoring
function will increase the operator's ability to combine information sources and to
identify more effectively the early symptoms of an abnormality, the integration of
the OSSs must not allow operators to receive conflicting advice from the different
systems. It is essentially to adopt, whenever possible, the same standards used for
the existing systems to ensure full consistency and compatibility.

Human factors issues <bat need to be considered in the future control room design are:

- information selection and generation;

It seems to be an internationally accepted idea that diagnostic and operational guidance

infbnnationismeltimiofinfonnatxnü^besteimancesopeistor ability. However, it is not -

proven idea. At mis time mere is an unsolved problem with respect to the possibility mat control

room operators may have difficulty trusting their own judgement when in conflict with

recommendations provided by an OSS-particulariy when artificial intelligence techniques are

being used. If not solved, mis problem may result in regulatory restrictions on the use af such

• error prone situations.

Ibere are two categories of errors: systematic errors and variability. Variability is stochastic and

hard to predict It can be reduced, but cannot be removed completely. On the other hand,

systematic errors are easier to predict, and therefore believed to be easier to remove, ш many

cases, persons who committed systematic errors have good reasons to behave mat way. These

are called error- prone situations (EPSs). Understanding of EPSs is very important for removing

systematic errors.
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Examples of Human Factors Issues to be Addressed

• Large overview displays for group viewing

Ibère is experimentai evidence which indicates that teams of people problem-solve best when

they work from a common display. To counteract the tendency for operators to over focus on the

narrow view given by any one CRT display, an Overview Mimic seems to be a valuable facility

in the control room. The Overview Mimic must be designed so mat it is an integral part of the

rest of the control room.

The EPRIALWR requirements document establishes some valuable requirements and

guidelines for integrating Control Room Displays with plant mimic diagrams.

• Console CRT displays and touchpanel devices

The integration of display and control is believed to facilitate control tasks which are highly

dynamic and done under time pressure. Placing information relevant to control tasks in the vicinity

of control device displays may reduce the workload associated with verification activities and the

occurrence of human errors. It also contributes to the design of a compact control board which is

believed to have its own merits of reducing workload. For this reasons, integrated displays and

controls using touch sensitive CRT screens is becoming a general trend. It is especially true for

non-safety related control tasks.

The Advanced BWR andPWR control rooms developed in Japan illustrate Ótis trend

The CANDU 3 control area utilizes a soft human interface concept where au of the

operator interface is through computer generated displays. A fully computerized compact

console enables one operator to control the whole plant with soft-control technology.

Sucfi a compact console is expected to benefit operators with its ability to present controls

and relevant information in integrated forms, and also to incorporate supportive

information such as diagnosis.

• A^nTinciflfpr System TitwTftflflfi

Recent developments in microprocessors now permit flexibility of alarm presentation, including

arrangements of alarms by sequential or prioritised order and the handling of multiple input

alarms. Some systems also offer alarm suppression or filtering. Many of these capabilities are

software based. Examples of available features include:

- rearrangement of alarm windows;

- ability to provide additional field contacts with less effort;

- «wagnmatif of different acknowledgement sequences;

- logging of alarms on printers;
- enable/disable alarme m groups;



- display of alarm events cm CRTs at various locations and in desired formats.

• User Interface Design

Having an appropriate user interface design is of vital concern to advanced control room systems.

Ibis covers display and control design, console layout, communications, anthropometry and most

importantly the way that the software system is to be addressed by and made to help users.

5. Conclusion

In cases where a large number of operator support systems are to be implemented in lhe control room,
special attention must be paid to integration of the operator support systems with respect to other
systems and to design a unified human - machine interface for all of the systems. As introduction of a
new operator support system normally means that more and new types of information are available,
guidance should be given on what information to display and how to display it so mat it is useful and
does not add a burden to me operator.
Two major aspects which support this intégration are:
- the pliant communications and computing archHectare which provides the infrastructure mat
allows the integration to exist in an easy to implement тяпияг Open systems concepts are utilized to
guarantee interoperability of systems and mterchangeabiiity of equipment
- the unified interface between the humas and the plant systems which supports the
implementation of diagnostic and decision aids. Success in developing a better interface inquires the
utilization of human engineering skills.
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Task 4.43. Develop requirements for techniques and tools for developing OSS

and document existing ones

Contributed information

Abstract
The overall scope of OSSs is to improve operational safety and efficiency of nuclear plants through the
consideration of computerized operator support systems, development of advanced control rooms and
human factor consideration.
However, the decision to use an OSS for a given application must be based on clearly defined criteria
For Computerized Operator Support Systems, of particular concern are the questions an system
software (language/shell, etc) and application software (knowledge base -KB-) quality control.
However, external requirements analysis should take into account mat the OSSs operate in a certain
environment Consequently, end-user characteristics, operational interfacing and performance
requirements, verification and maintenance aspects must be considered.
The feasibility of the proposed OSSs has to be assessed through preliminary studies, cost-benefit
analysis should be made.
The newcomers in the field of OSS techniques are recommended to start with modest and isolatable
problems in order to build up the necessary hand-on experience.

Introduction
There is sufficient information in the literature to lay down mat the application of OSS's techniques is
appropriate to me enhancement of NPP operational safety and efficiency. [1,2,3,4]
Generally, for FHWR-CANDU NPPs the following support systems have been indicated [5,6]

- on-power refuelling (FUELEM);
- fuelt defect detective (FDD);
- fault diagnosis for programmable digital comparators (FDC);
• condenser sea water leak advisor;
- shutdown system diagnostic advisor (SADAU);
- Plant Emergency Operating Procedures (EOPs);
- Shell -and Tube Heat Exchanger Design Advisor.

With five PHWR-CANDU 660 units under construction - the first due into commission by 1995 -
Romania is concerned on supplementation of me Canadian experience with specific OSS fitted to
actual Cemavoda NPP, considering the idiosyncrasies of particular equipment, omissions during
engineering and construction, and Romanian operators psychological features.
Thus we have under development
- CORA Expert System for Cemavoda NPP- area of application: safety;
- ACA-Dss, for a projected Control Centre - area of application: diagnosis;
- COSS, for PHWR-CANDU Spent Fuel Bay System -alarm analysis and diagnosis oriented;
- SS3d for PHWR - CANDU Moderator System - fault detection and diagnosis oriented.

Requirements for developing OSS
- The modelling of the plant process control is needed in order to hy down functions assigned to
Operator and to Machine and the responsibility for actions:
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Fonctions assigned to:

Operator

Creative
situation

Soft
Control System

Hard
Control

Machine

Operator Support
System

Operator Support

Hard Control

Responsibility for action:

Operator

Designer/Operator

Designer (Machine)

Ã control process model on the above considerations is used in CANDU NPP operating [7].
- A performance analysis should be laid down; particularly, three main conceptual approaches are
considered in CANDU NPPs [8]:
* maximum allocation (MA), the goal is to automate everything tf»«t can be reasonably automated and
to allocate the rest of the tasks to the operator,
* dynamic task allocation (DTA), a module in the system tries to optimize the overall human - machine
performance by dynamically allocating the tasks between the human and machine;
* joint cognitive problem solving (JCPS), paradigm: operators develop a series of'mental models' with
various degrees of granularity and use me model that has me appropriate granularity for the task at
hand.
- Tne OSSs should not create supplementary tasks for the operator; complex OSSs may increase work
load on me operator.
- For Computerised Operator Support Systems (COSSs) mere is a need to develop comprehensive
knowledge basis (KB). Tne source of KB will include:

* plant documentation,
* plant operating procedures,
* plant design drawings,

* plant simulation models and safety analysis,
* plant simulators.

For Romanian OSSs me sources are plant documentation, plant operating procedures, plant design
drawings, plant simulator -full-scope microsimulator.
- Level of abstraction has to be suitable for expressing knowledge on processes. ТЪе knowledge should
be organized about of plant hierarchically. It will be necessary to consider the use of COSS with an
intelligent filter of information.
- ТЪеге is a need for OSSs to leam from the novel situations: neural networks could be suitable: some
codes are designed at Institute of Atomic Physics for ACA-DSS.
- Human operators could not be able to handle large amounts of information. Large scale integrated

- ТЪеге is a need for the development of methodologies for verification and validation of OSSs; no
experience at mis stage.
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Requirements for techniques used in OSS
ТЪе feasibility of the proposed OSSs have to be assessed through preliminary studies, a preliminary
cost-benefit analysis should be performed After this, for computerised OSSs (Rule - based OSSs and
Knowledge - based OSSs) two distinct activities have to be carried out

- a knowledge analysis
- an external requirements analysis.

ТЪе knowledge analysis is concerned with the question of whether the specific expertise is suited for
being represented in a knowledge - based system.
ТЪе external requirements analysis is concerned with the fact mat OSS operates in a certain
environment; end - user characteristics, operational interfacing and performance requirements,
verification and maintenance aspects should be considered.
These two activities will be briefly presented below in me light of Romanian OSSs.
As concerns the development of advanced control rooms, the new technologies will play a major role
in the development of innovative methods for information processing and presentation. A
comprehensive methodology is developed for CANDU control rooms by considering the following
issues:
- the balance between power and safety goals,
- me balance between manual and automatic control,
- the inclusion of human factors (psychology, anthropométrie and task analysis) including human
reliability;
Related documentation [4].
a) Software Used

* ACA-DSS capabilities [9]:
- programming languages: C, Vectoriel FORTRAN, QBasic
- operating system: UNIX, MS-DOS
- graphical user interface: X-WINDOWS, DORE
- graphical system: GKS

* COSS capabilities [10]:
- programming languages: C++, Vectorial FORTRAN, QBasic
- operating system: MS-DOS

* CORA capabilities [I I]:
- programming languages: C++
- operating system: MS-DOS, UNIX

Other paradigms are intended to be used in АСА and COSS support systems.
b) Knowledge representation:
Rule - based is me «frimmflnf formalism for OSS.

* ACA-DSS - Synthetic Diagnosis Module is built from domestic IF-THEN-ELSE rules and
pertinence matrices [8,12]

* CORA - uses tree formalism in order to faeffitaie PSA [11]
* COSS uses three shell diagnostic rules.

So, on the lowest level we have the sensor inputs and me diagnostic rule is as below:
(1)IFCI224 "high high" THEN Fault is TRUE;

ELSE
CI 224 "high high" THEN Fault is FALSE;
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Hie tail of the clauses from the above rules, ...IS TRUE or ...IS FALSE, indicate the possibility that CI
224 ( temperature sensor) itself could be in an abnormal mode of operation.
On an upper level we have rules on lhe sub-system or equipment behaviour.

(2) IF "A " THEN Class IVsystem foiled,
where A is an integrated value which denotes a global alarm status.
At the top level we have the purposes of the system expressed in terms of modal logic.

(3) IF "B" THEN A Gap Release Occurrence is Possible To Be TRUE
...B denotes sub-system or equipment status.
c) Knowledge Elidtation:
* ACA-DSS uses two segments [12]:
First: ТЪе Machine's Basic Lexic Bank is compared to Operator's statement given in natural language;
finally the machine provide its diagnosis by identifying the keywords.
Second: An anamnesis of the operator is performed by the machine till an automated diagnostic is
reached.
Rules are employed conforming to a plant forward event chain. The two segments are inputs for a
cross-examination module conducted by the Machine to consolidate the diagnosis. Conflicting
diagnostics, originating in either Operator's answers - second thoughts, inconsistencies, fuzziness etc,
should be resolved by the human опту, the Decision support system always advise - never
decide,[9,12].
* COSS - uses an anamnesis of the operator by the machine on me basis of system structure and
operation [10], the anamnesis is conducted on three levels of abstraction, at the top level the general
objectives of a peculiar process are provided in modal logic rules, at the lowest level are the alarm
status. Rules are employed conforming to system's forward and backward chaining which is designed
on an engineering description of the system,[10].
* CORA - uses an engineering representation of the systems conforming to PSA (event trees and fault
tree) [II].
d) Operational Interfacing
At mis stage only the developers are involved in the use of Romanian support systems.
e) Performance Evaluation
There is an urgent need to formalize aspects or guidelines on how to evaluate a given support system.
The performance evaluation should lay down guidelines on knowledge base capacity, response times
and sensitivity of OSS.
f) Verification and Validation
ACA-DSS and COSS - are developed at a research - grade; no experience in verification and
validation.
CORA - is designed under a QA control [11].
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3. Overview of National Activities

3.1 Introduction

CERNAVODA nuclear power plant consists of five units of 700 MWe installed capacity each. The
technology is based on CANDU - 6 nuclear reactor, of Canadian design, using natural uranium as fuel,
heavy water as coolant and moderator and a "General Electric" turbogenerator. The construction work
for unit 1 started in 1980. According to me initial programme, during 1980 - 198S the civil works for
all the S units of the station commenced. By the end of March this year, me percentage of unit 1
completion was 92%. The commercial operation of the unit is scheduled for 1995. With a load factor
of 0.8 or more, a 4.5 TWh power generation per year and unit is expected. In 1992 RENEL, and
through it, Cernavoda NPP, became a Member of World Association of Nuclear Operators (WANO),
affiliated to the Atlanta Centre and also of CANDU Owners Group.
The updated Level 1 AAC Target Schedule show Criticality on 95.Feb.15. and 1st Synchronization
with the grid on 95.Mar.31. These dates will be reassessed pending die impact of funding difficulties.

Ccrnavoda NPP - Summary concerning Operators

16 Senior Operators (group A) are receiving on-the-job training through rotation of assignments every
4 months. Present assignment includes 10 on Shift, 3 in Commissioning and 3 in Operating support
group. Also a comprehensive plan is in progress to obtain lhe required electrical operator qualifications
for senior nuclear operators, 24 nuclear operators as well as 5 expatriate staff on shift These
qualifications are necessary to meet the Romanian legal requirements for operating electric?!
equipment as well as preparing, issuing and holding work permits / work protection. 12 separate
training courses were conducted for a total of 479 man-days. Work is in progress to revise and adapt
14 training courses for Cernavoda NPP. Also 29 lesson plans (out of 45) have been completed for
Nuclear Systems and 18 (out of 53) completed for BOP systems.

3.2 Overview of national activities relevant to the present CRP

The first of me five PHWR-CANDU 660 units, which are under construction in Romania, is due into
commission by March 1995. The operators for the first unit are under training at similar nuclear power
plants in Canada At the same time, the Training Center for the operation personnel is under
implementation at Cemavoda, using bom a full - scope simulator and subsystems microsimulators.
Taking into consideration the above mentioned conditions and also the fact that Romania has no
operation experience with nuclear power plants, the research program developed by the Romanian
research institutes has me following main topics:
1. Getting acquainted with, and understanding OSSs which have been developed in the AECL and
Ontario • Hydro research institutes;
2. Approaching some research objectives which are less dependent on the CANDU command concept,
e.g. the implementation of OSSs for emergency situations (risk evaluation and human errors) or other
systems which can be developed using our own experience;
3. Getting acquainted with me conditions and developing modem implementation technologies which
could be applied in the future when OSSs would be introduced in the Romanian NPP.
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3.2.1 Getting acquainted with AECL and Ontario - Hydro experience in OSSs implementation

Canada has under development a family of expert systems, code-named "Operator Companion", to
support the operators, with the following main objectives [1]:
- Improved CANDU Alarm Annunciation Strategy,
- On-line Fault Detection and Diagnosis;
- Plant Configuration and Equipment Status Monitoring;
- Vital Operating Parameters;
- Plant Operating Procedures;
- Specialized Operational Tasks.
A special attention was dedicated to the study to improve the actual CANDU annunciation system for
lhe next nuclear power units which will be installed in Cemavoda site baring in mind the Canadian
preoccupation in this field [2].
The main objective is to find a new prioritization scheme and factors to determine the priority of
annunciation messages, baring in mind the consequences to the plant and the urgence of operator
response.
The main goal is to solve the "information overload" problem that occurs during major plant upsets.
Preliminary evaluations by AECL [2] show mat the system has the potential to solve many of current
problems associated with upset management
Another area of interest for us was the specialised operational advisors, with special emphasis on:
- On - Power Refuelling Application (FUELEM)
- Fuel Defect Detective;
- Plant Emergency Operating Procedures (EOFs).
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3.2.2. Approaching of some research objectives which are less dependent on the CANDU
command concept or other systems which can be developed using oer own experience

A. DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEMS IN NUCLEAR EMERGENCY PLANNING,
PREPAREDNESS AND MANAGEMENT (EPPM)

lhe year 1994 has marked good progress with the development and testing of the Prototype
Version 1 of me software package ACA-IFA, dealing in Nuclear Emergency Planning,
Preparedness and Management
The favourable reaction of a series of users testing the productin respect to the notion of
incorporating in such systems synthetic diagnosis modules, i.e. rule-based procedures drawing
upon legally accepted/enforced response technical matmafc or similar documents has resulted in
an effort to expand such capabilities within ACA-IFA ш particular, a sequence drawing upon
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current Swiss procedures [1] was developed by appointment of the Swiss Federal Institute of
Technology ETH-Zurich. Working on only a few inputs, such as the location of the targeted NPP
and the wind direction, the respective modules (i) identity the administrative divisions (cantons)
that would make potential targets for radioactive contamination andconsecutivecountermeasures,
(ii) identify and map the zones into the territory where different somatic health effects are to
be expected following the population exposure/contamination, and (iii) map zones of committed
doses taking into account various assumed degrees of sheltering The module is fully integrated with
the framework-software.In the same line, the source term module drawing upon the US NRC
procedures [2] was integrated with all the other pre-existing components of the
Higpffrsirm/remt»mrô»tirin/r.niTntortTit»nmm» A C A - I F A modules.

A full-fledged application in the near-range of the Swiss NPPs at Beznau, Leibstadt, Goesgen, and
Muehleberg has evolved in the same cooperative context A comprehensive GIS capability based
on digitizing a series of topographical Swiss maps (1:50,000) was developed, including clipping,
re-scaling, zooming, and 3D-handIing at user's will on 31 digitized maps. Appropriate maps were
also provided for applying ail the other ACA-IFA modules to the Swiss environment In the process,
substantive refmementswere obtained with the trajectories, puffs, and multiple blow gmtssian
models, which were properly implemented into the codes. A considerable upgrading was also
achieved by complementing the pre-existing DIL (derived intervention level-based) procedures
employed to determine zones of recommended intervention, with dose assessment, and health effects
assessment models and software components. The central environmental quantities generated by met
codes - the time integrated airborne activity concentration and the time integrated ground deposition -
were translated into doses using US NRC- recommended Dose Conversion Factors (DCFs).
Tbe customized Swiss version of the package, known as ETH-RISK is now documented [3], and
has gained favourable, preliminary appraisals at ETH-Zurich, the Swiss Nuclear Safety Inspectorate
- HSK, me Swiss National Alert Headquarters - NAZ ete.(v.e.g. [4]). An interesting spin-off has
resulted from tentatively answering a challenge presented by selective representatives of the Swiss
chemical industry in December 1993, inquestmg on chances mat an approach similar to ETH-RISK's
be tried in the case of chemical accidents. A concept and prototype software named ETH-
CHEMRISK was originated, documented [5] and presented It features, inter alia, a complex
source term model including sub-models dealing in the physical state of contained and
compressed chemicals, outflow models, and models describing how released chemicals become
airborne, specific dispersion facilities for heavy gases ("ground-hugging" chemical clouds), and
specific manners to evaluate risks, based on CPQRA (Chemical Process Quantitative Risk Analysis
[6]) notions and accepted procedures. The performance of IFA's team in the field has contributed in
the Institute's gaining an official status as the Romanian Contractor in the CEC-sponsored, Kf
Karlsruhe-coordinated Project RODOS (Development of an On-line, Comprehensive Decision
Support System for Nuclear Emergencies in Europe) [Appendix 2].
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B. EVALUATION OF HUMAN FACTORS AND THEIR IMPORTANCE FOR THE
UNDERSTANDING AND MODELING OF HUMAN ERRORS

The human response should be found in five disciplines that form the Cognitive Science: Artificial
Intelligence, Cognitive Psychology, Neuropsychology, Linguistics and Philosophy. In most cases in our
days we are dealing with machine - centered design instead of human - centered design. Our studies
was dedicated to two aspects:
• human centered concept;
- human behavior simulation
using Rasmussen's model [1] with three levels of behavior: skill - based, rule - based and knowledge -
based level.
One of the main goals is to evaluate the man • machine interface system requirements [2].
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С SYSTEMS WHICH CAN BE DEVELOPED USING OUR OWN EXPERIENCE

C.1 Development of computerised operator support systems for CAI4DU NPP

Additionally to lhe effort to put in operation âie Unit 1 of Nuclear Power Plant, Romanian companies
involved in research and development of nuclear objectives ( Center of Technology and Engineering
for Nuclear Projects-CITON, Institute of Atomic Phisics - IFA and Institute for Nuclear Reserch -
ICN) work to develope expert systems and interactive media tools to assist operations staff in
Romanian Nuclear Power Plant

AN OPERATOR SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR PHWR - CANDU SPENT FUEL BAY

Efforts are focused on implementing an OSS for Emergency Operating Procedures for Spent Fuel Bay
•which could be performed on the Romanian behalf Spent fuel system is worth attention because:
- after 10 years of operation the global activity stored in the spent fuel bay is nearly equal to lhe
activity of the reactor core at nominal power;
- the long-time aspects of the radioactive waste stored at me plant area are unsolved at this stage, no
permanent repository being at hand;
- the spent fuel bay is located outside the containment, so one safety barrier is eluded.
The Operator could be faced to non-standard situations; e.g. emergency situations at reactor which
require the urgent discharge of the spent fuel - most of this could be failed - to me bays. The hazardous
conditions are favoured by placing the spent fuel bays outside of the containment - this is the PHWR
concept at Cemavoda NPP - and by manipulation of large quantities of irradiated fuel in short times.
At mis stage OSS is under development [Appendix 3].

AN OPERATOR SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR PHWR - CANDU MODERATOR SYSTEM

Starting from the status of Nuclear Power Plant const action and the needs for the initial operation
phase of me plant, Romanian specialists develop the "Fault Detection and Diagnosis Support
System" -SS3D - (Sistem Suport pentru Detxtarea Defectiunilor si Diagnoza), which is designed to
assist the operator durring the normal and abnormal ( incidents and accidents) operation of the plant
CITON and IFA developed for this phase of program :
- all me simulation programs (object code) for the subsystems of the "Moderator System". The
language used is FORTRAN 77 for PC;
- The emulation software (object code) for Control Program of lhe "Moderator System". This software
is used for me testing and validation of the simulation programs;
- PSA (Probabilistic Safely Assessment) model used mainly in the Knowledge Base of me SS3D.
The SS3D will be used by the Control Room personnel and the maintenence personnel. The human-
machine interface is me CRT display and function keyboard.
For the testing of the SS3D, the Full • Scope Simulator replica Unit 1 of Nuclear Power Plant
Cemavoda, suplied by CAE Electronics CANADA, will be used. This Simulator will be in operation
in the Cemavoda Nuclear Traming Center before me end of 1994 [Appendix 4].
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C.2 Cernavoda probabilistic safety evaluation project

Starting from 1989, in me Institute for Nuclear Research, a PSA level 1 was performed using me
licensing documentation. In 1990 an IPERS mission organized by IAEA took place in Romania, to
review this PSA model. Now me INC PSA team is working to implement the IPERS
recommendations and to transfer me PSA model into a complex tool which will include, as a major
item, plant operation. These are the reasons for a "Living PSA" computerized system. Because of the
high complexify of me PSA level 1 model, a specific code package for PSA models development was
produced. Using this successful experience, a more flexible and user friendly applications-oriented
PSA, is under development Finally, mis code will be a powerful tool, "living PSA" type, which will
incorporate some of the most important PSA applications, based an two approaches :

1. Minimal cut-sets generation and manipulation;
2. Path-sets generation and manipulation.

ТЪе code is written in C++ language, under strict QA control. A special attention is paid to me user
interfaces development, due to the difficulties in presentation of the results [Appendix 5].
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RULE-BASED AND NEURAL NETWORK-BASED EXPERT SYSTEMS IN THE
ROMANIAN SAFETY RESEARCH*

D. Bengulescu, D. Vamanu, P.Sandru, A Jianu, С Frujinoiu
Institute of Atomic Physics

Submitted for Presentation at the 4th Symposium on Automatic Control and Computer Science
Polytechnic Institute of Iasi, IASL ROMANIA, October 29-30,1993

ABSTRACT
Code-named ACA.IFA, a research-grade intervention-oriented Decision Support System is under
elaboration at the Institute of Atomic Physics, Bucharest Meant as an open-ended modular structure, it
is intended to work as a methodological framework, a focal point and a communication interface.
1. INTRODUCTION
Post-Chernobyl experience with (nuclear) Accident Consequence Assessment (АСА) has emphasized
the importance of the пеяг-real time quality of the intervention oriented Probabilistic Consequence
Assessment (PSA) Level 3 software and, in particular, of Decisions Support Systems (DSS) [I]. On
me other hand, outstanding is also the need ft^t DSSs accommodate higher than customarily
postulated complexities as far as, inter alia, source term patterns, and the environmental dispersion of
accidentally released contaminants under a variable in time and space meteorology and the constraints
of complex terrains. Recent analyses [2] have confirmed that the conflict apparent in the demands
above "...cannot be fully resolved, but the approach chosen should be an acceptable compromise
between the requirements for scientific rigor, flexibility and easy adaptation to user's needs".
Based on an incipient experience with evolving a research-grade, intervention-oriented АСА software
package at the Institute of Atomic Physics (IF A) Bucharest, one submits mat possible ingredients in an
approach aiming to such a compromise are (i) a synthetic diagnosis of the abnormal event, and (ii) a
heuristic treatment of some segments of the complex phenomenology associated to the environmental
contamination and human exposure. Codes under development at IFA's to test the concept would
emulate (i) for the synthetic diagnosis - the US NRC's RTM-91 Response Technical Manual [3] and
(ii) for a heuristic description of airborne particle flows in a complex terrain - some appropriate scaling
and parametrization of the Navier-Stokes equations recalling - if perhaps distantly at mis stage - the
MLP technique in neural networks [4].
2. АСАША

Most of me belief expressed in the preceding section originate in the process elaborating a research-
grade intervention-oriented DSS at IFA's. Code-named ACAIFA the project is covered by a contract
within Program Area 1 - Nuclear Accident Conséquence Assessment Expert Software of IFA's
Program on Nuclear Accidents.
ш its final intent, the АСА project would generate a pflot-and- demo DSS mat should be able to cope
with tasks such as:
> Prompt piinminning of relevant casuistry and postulated accident scenarios, accident pattern
recognition;
> Synthetic and heuristic diagnoses in the very eariy phases of (simulated) accidents, statements of
recommended/legally-enforced action;
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> Automation of otherwise time-taxing analysis of complex phenomena across accident sequences;
> Field data acquisition and processing, integration of predictions with field measurements;
> Potential accident consequences on public health - short term and long term, the mitigative actions
considered;
> Assessment of countenneasures effectiveness, economic losses and costs, including cost-benefit

> Event history monitoring and recording;
> Communications, including appropriate conversion of expert information into intelligible briefings
for laymen dicidents, operative agents, the media etc.
Given appropriate time and resources, the project would evolve in, mainly, the following directions:
- Acquisition and structuring of knowledge and data bases - physical including nuclear, geographical,
environmental, demographical, sociological, economical etc.;
• Critical updating and selective acquisition of reference operational models and comporter codes to
АСА tasks, the customizing of these according to the intrinsic site/region specificity of the applications
sought, their promotion to the potentially interested parties in the country;
- Generation of research-grade models and dedicated software drawing upon me continually
updated guidelines by international authorities, and also on reference models philosophy and approach.
- Training of crisis executive managers and operational personnel, knowledge and technology
transfer on the domestic scene, promotion of a sound safety/risk culture through demo projects;
- Investigations on possible adaptations of the nuclear crises assessment instruments to other sectors
of the environmental industrial risk, including me power, chemical and metallurgical industries (siting,
risk margins, environmental impact etc.);
In consideration of the typology of both accidents and human behavior under crisis as described,
ACA.IFA would endeavor to be:
> Intervention-oriented, targeting on a first priority basis the diagnosis of events and the prescription
of me appropriate conntermeasacrs in the Early and Intermediate phases of accidents;
> Expert, i.e. capable of managing knowledge and data bases, in intelligent (AT) manners, perform
multi-variant analyses, and issue - through adéquats inference mechanisms/machines, documented
recommendations for action; also - ideally - me system should be able to "learn and recall" from an off-
duty accumulated casuistry;
> Near-real time, mus keeping pace with event as closely as feasible;
> Interactive, providing for easy and permanent man-machine dialogue flexible and versatile in both
inputs and outputs;
> Transparent (expressive) in outputs, capable of conveying convincing messages to bom experts
and Iaymen-decidents;
> Portable, in the sense that versions of the software should eventually cover a variety of hardware,
from lap-top computers (handled by e.g. field operators) to super-mainframes (based in major crisis
centers);
> Custom-tailored, or easily adaptable to respond to the essential site-and-circumstance specificity of
most accidents.
ACA.IFA's software is written for IBM PCs in the AT 386-486 class. Given the "discursive" nature of
the work sessions as designed (ananmesys, reinterations for "what i f problems, extensive
interactivity), and the need of permanently mixing these with graphics in non-standard, customized
formats, it was found mat Microsoft's Quick BASIC 4.S is a handy and particularly convenient
readiness and ease of use numerical and logical calculation, file and staring manipulation, and screen
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handling in both graphic and text modes. ACA.IFA is meant as an open-ended modular structure to be
inductively built and refined, assimilating in some creative fashion elements of knowledge, as these
emerge and are made publicly available by excellence centers and international organizations. A long
way from being acceptable as an operational instrument, the research-grade system is intended to
work as a methodological framework, a focal point and a communication interface, having in
mind the goals, objectives and self-imposed limitations as described.
3. NEURAL NETWORK-BASED INTELLIGENT ALARM PROCESSOR (IAP)
LAP is a project in an incipient stage, part of a contract within IFA's Program on Nuclear Safety &
Nuclear Accidents.
The purpose of alarm processing is to give the system operator the correct information (rather tf^n a
flood of alarm data) and perception of lhe problems present in the power system. It can be viewed as a
pattern recognition problem.
The concept of a nenral-network-based intelligent alarm processor is based on the following
observations [5]: (i) For a power system in a given state, a particular problem will set off a particular
pattern of alarms. Therefore, by correctly recognizing a pattern of alarms, lhe system problem
causing these alarms can be identified, (ii) Most multiple-alarm situations involve large numbers of
relay actions; and the relay protection scheme, once set, will not change day to day. Therefore, the
expected alarms resulting from relay actions can be viewed as the basic characteristics, or
recognizable "signatures" of a system problem, (iii) The pattern of alarms may appear with "noise",
possibly due to equipment problems, incorrect relay settings, miscalibrated metering devices, or scan-
time delays. Some of me characteristics of neural networks which make mem potentially useful for the
above described tasks are: (i) NNs have the ability to learn and build unique structures for a
particular problem, without requiring explicit rules; (ii) NNs are less susceptible to noise in me input
data man are statistical pattern recognition systems and have much faster response; (iii) NNs are
highly fault tolerant.

The basic approach in building the IAP can be summarized as follows [5]: (i) create the training set
for the neural network; (ii) train the neural network using software simulation on an AT class IBM-PC
and a segment of the training set; (iii) use the second segment to test the interpolating abilities of the
network.
Most of the work in NN applications to me nuclear power plant operation is reported by researchers in
academic and national research institutes, which means that the NN techniques are considered to be in
the experimental stage. The feasibility of applying this concept in designing an operator support system
for one of the CANDU nuclear power plant's subsystems is being studied.
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Appendix 3

AN OPERATOR SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR PHWR - CANDU SPENT FUEL BAY

R. Ion*, С Frujmoiu**

* Center of Technology and Engineering for Nuclear Projects, Bucharest
** Institute of Atomic Physics, Bucharest

1 Introduction
Generally, lhe following support systems are under consideration by AECL, for PHWR-CANDU
NPPs:

- on-power refuelling (FUELEM);
- fault defect detective (TOD);
- fault diagnosis for programmable digital

comparators (FDC);
- condenser sea water leak advisor,
- shutdown diagnostic advisor (SADAV);
• plant emergency operating procedures (EOPs);
- shell - and tube heat exchanger design advisor.

With five PHWR-CANDU 660 units under construction - the first due into commission by December
1994 • Romania is concerned on the supplementation of me Canadian experience with specific OSSs
fitted to actual plant - different because of idiosyncrasies of particular equipment, omission during
engineering and construction, and Romanian operators psychological features.
In this connection, we are focusing our efforts on spent fuel system, insufficiently treated by the actual
safety assessments.
Thus we are confident that this system worm more attention because:
- after 10 years of operation the global activity stored in me spent fuel bay is nearly equal to aie
activity of the reactor core at nominal power,
- the long-time aspects of the radioactive waste stored at the plant area are unsolved at mis stage, no
pgpnqppnt repository hpfng at bantf

-the spent fuel bay is located outside me containment, so one safety barrier is eluded.
The possible hazards at me spent fuel bay are:

- increase of y-dose rate from the spent fuel discharge bay during foe! discharge into me bay;
- increase of y-dose rate from the failed fuel;
- increase of y-dose rate from the filters;
- increase of y-dose rate from the area during the removal of contaminated or irradiated

equipment from the bay;
* off-site hazards:

-zircalloyfire.
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2. A Brief Overview of the Spent Fuel System Operation
2.1 Main Subsystems/Equipments Involved

* Spent fuel bay cooling and purification:
- Bays: - Spent Fuel Storage Bay,

- Reception Bay;
-Failed Fuel Bay;

- Pumps: Poi^*O2 " 4 > 4 0 0 l/min;
Роз -1,000 l/min;

- Heat Exchangers: HX] З Х 2 - 4,4001/min:
HX3 -1,0001/min;

- Ian Exchangers: Щ JX2 • l>°°01/min;
* Resin Transfer;
* Service Building Active Drainage;
* Raw Service Water System;
* Demineralized Water Distribution;
* Liquid Waste Management

2.2. Use of Equipments
Normally PQI is used to service âie Spent Fuel Bay via HXi, HX2 and JX\. Pump Роз is used to
service oie Reception Bay and Failed Fuel Bay via HX3 and DÍ2-
Pump P02 is a standby for either loop.
For abnormal situations seven operating schemes are possible.
2.3. Alarm Statutes:
The operator surveys 12 Analogical Inputs (AIs) and 11 Contact Inputs (CIs) - a total of 33 messages
which represent the status of the following parameters: level, pressure, temperature and flow. Besides,
there are radiological, control and working restrictions.

3. Reason
The Operator could be faced to non-standard situations; e.g. emergency situations at reactor which
require die urgent discharge of the spent fuel - most of this could be failed - to the bays.
The hazardous conditions are favoured by placing the spent fuel bays outside of the containment - this
is lhe PHWR concept at Cernavoda NPP - and by manipulation of large quantities of irradiated fuel in
short times.
Recent advances in computer technology provide opportunities for implementing an OSS for
Emergency Operating Procedures for Spent Fuel Bay which could be performed on the Romanian
behalf
At mis stage OSS is under development
4. The Concept
The complex interrelations between file operator and the equipment were considered on four
hierarchical levels:
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(3) OPERATOR
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m SYSTEM STATUS
(1) ALARM STATUS

CREATIVE
CONTROL

I 1 HARD
I CONTROL

The hard control (functional link between (1) and (2)) corresponds to an automatic response of the
syste On aie contrary, soft control (functional link between (2) and (3)) corresponds to a
predetermined response in accordance with the Rule Operator Support System's (ROSS) advises.
The creative control require the operator to be a situation manager and me OSS to be a Knowledge
Operator Support Systems, KOSSs.
5. The Knowledge Representation of OSS- SPENT FUEL BAY
The OSS uses three shell diagnostics rules, which correspond to fite hierarchical levels (1),(2),(3) as
mentioned in the above section.
So, on me lowest level, (1), we have sensor inputs, and me diagnostic rule is as below:
Ш CI 224 "high high" THEN Fault is True
ELSE CI 224 "high high" THEN Fault is False.
The tail clauses from me above statement... is True or... is False, indicate me possibility mat d 224 (
Contact Input 224, temperature sensor ) itself is in an abnormal mode of operating.
On an upper level we have rules on the system status (2): IF "A" THEN Class IV system is failed....,
where "A" is a integrated value which denotes the global alarm status.
At the top level we have fbe purpose of me system and me related operator actions:
(3) IF "B" THEN A GAP RELEASE OCCURRENCE IS POSSIBLE TO BE TRUE...,
where "B" denotes system status.
6. Knowledge ЕБсйайоп
OSS uses an anamnesis of the system by the machine on the basis of system structure and operation.
The anamnesis is conducted on three levels of abstraction, at the top level the general objectives of a
specific process are provided in modal logic rules, at the lowest level are the alarm status. Rules are
employed in accordance with the system's foreword and backward chaining which is designed on an
engmeering description of me system. The design and operating manuals for me Storage Bay Cooling
and Purification System are the sources of the knowledge base.
7. OSS Software Capabilities
- programming languages: C++, Vectorial FORTRAN, Quick Basic / operating system: MS-DOS.
8. ArekHectare
OSS will have two independent modules:

-on-site module;
-off-she module.

9. Verification and VaNdatiw
Presently, OSS is under development, only on-stte module being completely performed at mis stage.
No experience in verification and validation.
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Appendix 4

STUDIES ON AN OPERATOR SUPPORT SYSTEM IN CANDU-6
NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

D. Bengulescu*, A. Jianu*, D. Nechifor***. С Frujmoiu*

* Institute of Atomic Physics, Bucharest
*Center of Technology and Engineering for Nuclear Projects, Bucharest

Submitted for Presentation at me 2-nd Symposium on Radiation Protection and the 3-rd Symposium
on Radiobiology " Nuclear Accident - Management and Impact on Environment and Public Health",
May 2S-27,1994, Bucharest, Romania

ABSTRACT

Although СANDU reactor and plant control is relatively highly automated, the operator has been and
remains very much in overall charge of the plant There is general agreement mat plant safety and
power production can be enhanced if more operational support can be provided without overloading
the operator with unnecessary information. The continuous advancement of computer technologies
offers new opportunities for providing assistance to the operator at a time when human error is being
increasingly recognized as a key component in industrial accidents.
Plant operations staff have identified the monitoring of plant configuration and equipment status and
on-line detection and diagnosis of system faults, as applications mat can yield the most immediate
benefits.
The requirements for on-line fault detection and diagnosis led to me need for subsystem advisors
dedicated to specific subsystems of the plant The present paper examines the moderatort as a specific
subsystem of the plant for which such an advisor is intended to be designed The support system is
intended to advise operators on root causes of alarms and give them a capability to predict potential
failures.
The study is based on me Safety Design Matrix which contains systematic event sequence analyses of
accident scenarios, supported by fault tree analyses of the associated mitigating system actions; the
event sequence studies include consideration of me existence of signals to me operator indicating a
need for tnannai mitigating action and thereby provide a gross check of the completeness of me
interface for accident conditions. The study also uses the data provided by a microsimulator, which is
under implementation at the Center of Technology and Engineering for Nuclear Projects, Bucharest
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OPERATOR SUPPORT SYSTEM ( OSS )
for Romanian Nuclear Power Plant

D. Nechifòr*, T. Ionescu*, D. Bengulescu**, A Jianu**

* Center of Technology and Engineering for Nuclear Projects, Bucharest
** Institute of Atomic Physics, Bucharest

1. Introduction

The size and the complexity of nuclear power plants has increased significantiy in me last period.
There is a general agreement mat bom safety and availability can be enhanced by providing the
operator with more operational support if mat can be done without overloading him with unnecessary
information. Recent advances in computer tehnology provides opportunities for implementing operator
support systems that are significantiy different from the ones based on the more convetional technology
used in plant control room. In particular, artificial intelligence (AI) and the related technologies will
play a major role in the development of the innovative methods for information processing and
presentation.

Romania develops an important program in the field of nuclear energy, having under construction five
CANDU nuclear power plant units. The first unit will be in operation at the begining of 1995.
Additionally to the effort to put in operation me Unit I of Nuclear Power Plant, Romanian companies
involved in research and development of nuclear objectives ( Center of Technology and Engineering
for Nuclear Projects-CITON, Institute of Atomic Phisics - IFA and Institute for Nuclear Reserch -
ICN) work to develope expert systems and interactive media tools to assist operations staff in
Romanian Nuclear Power Plant
Starting from the experience and needs of Canadian CANDU plant owners, Romanian specialists
have identified the following technical activities for OSS project
- Improved CANDU Alarm Aonuanciation Strategy;
- On-line Fault Detection and Diagnosis;
-Plant Configuration and equipment Status Monitoring;
- Main Operating Parameters;
- Plant Operating Procedures;
-Specialized Operational Task ( fuel managementjnterpretation of plant chemistry and identification of
fuel defects).

2. Ronunun Operator Support System

2.1вевеп1
Starting from the status of Nuclear Power Plant construction and me needs for me initial operation
phase of the plant; romanian specialists develop me "Fault Detection and Diagnosis Support System"
-SS3D - (Sistem Suport pentru Detectarea Defectiunilor si Diagnoza.) This OSS will have the follow
main features:
- act as an "mteligent operator assistant;
- monitor plant parameters during normal operation to alert me operator of incorrect operation of
components and systems and to detect changes in data profiles mat indicate incipient component
failure or deterioration of economic performances;
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- diagnose the abnormal plant transients causes and suggest the appropiaie human response to correct
the situation.
The developers of the system are:
- Center of Technology and Engineering for Nuclear Projects - CITON
- Institute of Atomic Phisics - IFA
SS3D is under development and is intended to be implemented in the Cemavoda Nuclear Training
Center, for the final tests and validation on the Full-Scope Simulator.
Current status is the development of the pilot for the "Moderator System".
CITON and IFA developed for this phase of program :
- all the simulation programs (object code ) for all (he subsystems of the "Moderator System". The
language used is FORTRAN 77 for PC;
- The emulation software (object code) for Control Program of the "Moderator System". This software
is used for the testing and validation of the simulation programs;
- PSA (Probabilistic Safety Assessment) model used mainly in the Knowledge Base of the SS3D.

2ã Motivation
The main motivation which was the support for the SS3D development program could be divided in
two topics:
- The User / Owner and the Regulatory Organisation have the interest to increase the safety and the
productivity of me Nuclear Power Plant;
- The Nuclear Training Center equiped with a replica Full-Scope Simulator offers very good facilities
for the testing and validation of SS3D.

23 Functionality
The SS3D is designed to assist the operator durring the normal and abnormal ( incidents and
accidents) operation of me plant

2.4 Usage
The SS3D will be used by the Control Room personnel and the maintenence persomeLThis system
consists of a PC-LAN located in Control Room and Maintenance area. The human-machine interface
is the CRT display and function keyboard. The SS3D is designed to use the plant data for real time
response.

2.5 Development process
The development process is based on the activities already done by the Romanian specialists in the last
years and me facilities offered by the companies involved in this program . The development process
follows the procedures and QA method implemented in these companies acordmg to international
guides and standards. During the development process, the pre-existing software modules developed
in the last two years will be used (see appendix ).

2.6 Testing
For me testing of the SS3D, the Full - Scope Simulator replica Unitl of Nuclear Power Plant
Cemavoda, supliedby CAE Electronics CANADA, will be used. This Simulator will be in operation
in me Cemavoda Nuclear Training Center before the end of 1994.
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Appendix

1. Software modules already developed
NBP HANDLER REPORT
PUMP HANDLER REPORT
MOTOR HANDLER. REPORT
HEAT EXCHANGER. HANDLER REPORT
TANK HANDLER REPORT
VALVE HANDLER REPORT
PROTECTION RELAY HANDLERS REPORT
ELECTRIC PROLESS HANDLERS REPORT
DRIVER HANDLER REPORT
BREAKER HANDLERREPORT
TRANSMITTER HANDLER REPORT
CONTROLLER HANDLERS REPORT
INSTRUMENT АЖ
PIJMPHOUSE/FRESHWATER PROCESS
RAW SERVICE WATER PROCESS
MSRHP/LP TURBINES HYDRAULICS
GENERATOR SEAL OIL PROCESS
SUPERVISORY
PHT SYSTEM REPORT
PHT HYDRAULIC HH
PHT THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES (HS)
REACTOR THERMAL CALCULATIONS (HS)
THERMAL CALCULATIONS OUTSIDE REACTOR (HQ)
PHT ANALOG CONTROL H3
PHT PANEL LOGIC (Ш)
PHT MOTORS HU
PHT MOTORIZED VALVES MODEL REPORT HV
РНГ CONTROL AND REUEV VALVES (HW)
SHUTDOWN COOLING PROCESS (HA)
SHUTDOWN COOLING SYSTEM CX. (Ш)
DEGASER CONDENSER <HB)
FEED AND BLEED (HF)
GLAND SEAL SUPPLY
ANNULUSGAS(HM)
PRESSUREER(HP)
DCC EMULATOR HE
MODERATOR SYSTEM REPORT
MODERATOR HYD PROCESS MH
MODERATOR THERMAL EFFECTS MT
MODERATOR VALVES* MOTORS MV
MODERATORC.LMl
DCCEMULATORMX
MCCERATOR PURIFICATION MP
UODERATOR COVER GAS PROCESS MC
COVER GAS C i M2
REACTOR
REACTORLIQUID ZONES PROCESS RL
LIQUID ZONES VALVES * MOTORS RW
LIQUID ZONES CONT LOGIC R6
REACTWITY DEVICE Л M. С. L (R3)
DEVICE MOTION
REACTOR FLUX INSTRUMENTATION (SJ)
REACTORFLUXINSTRCONTLOGÎC
LIQUID DOECnON SHUTDOWN
SHUTDOWN SYSTEM» LOGIC
SHUTDOWN SYSTEW2 LOGIC
REACTOR
CONDENSING SYSTEM REPORT
MAIN CONDENSER
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AIR EXTRACTION PROCESS
AIR EXTRACTION V<fc M
AIR EXTRACTION C L
IMPURE CONDENSATE
FEEDWATER HEATING SYS RPRT
HPHEAIER(DH)
LP HEATER (DL)
DEAERATOR(DD)
F/M HTR VENTS POCESS (DN)
LPF/WHIR DRAINS PRCS<DR)
LP F/W HTR DRAINS С L. (D2)
EXTRACTION STEAM PRCS (DS)
EXTRACTION STEAM V & M (DV)
EXTRACTION STEAM С. L. (Dl)
MRS SYSTEM REPORT
MRS HP/LP TURBINES TERMODYNAMICS
REHEATER DRAINS PROCESS
REHEATER DRAINS V A M
REHEATERS DRAINS С L.
TURBINE Л AUXILIARIES SYSTEM REPORT
TURBINE GOVERNING С. L. (U6)
TURBINE TRIP 4 MONITORING <U7)
LUBE ОП. PROCESS
LUBE ОН. V * M
LUBE ОП, C L .
HYDROGEN COOLING PROCESS (UC)
HYDROGEN COOLING V * M <UX)
HYDROGEN COOLING С L. (U4)
FRF PROCESS (UF)
FRFV&M
TSF C.t. (OS)
GENERATOR. SEAL ОП. V éb M (UZ)
GENERATOR SEAL ОП. С L. (US)
STATOR WATER COOLING PROCESS
STATOR WATER COOLING V St. M
STATOR WATER COOLINGC. L.
GLAND STEAM (US)

2. PSA (Probabilistic Safety Assessment)
CITON developed the PSA for all aie systems of Cemavoda NPP. These PSA's could be used for the
developing of aie Knovdege Base.
ТЪе PSA were developed using the Operating Manual of the Ceraavoda NPP Ul .
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Appendix 5

CERNAVODA PROBABILISTIC SAFETY EVALUATION AND UTILIZATION OF
RESULTS TO IMPROVE NUCLEAR POWER PLANT SAFETY

L Turcu, G. Georgescu, R Gbeorghe
Institute for Nuclear Power Reactors,

Pitesti, Romania

The Cernavoda probabilistic safety evaluation (CPSE) project was initiated at lhe Institute for Nuclear
Power Reactors in 1987 on file recommendation of me IAEA and was developed with significant
assistance fran me IAEA as part of a technical assistance programme. Ibis evaluation is the first phase
of a full scope Level 1 PSA study for the Cernavoda CANDU - 600 plant, having as its main
objectives the training of a PSA team and me development of a limited scope probabilistic model for
such applications as: plant design evaluation and early safety improvements; defining specifications for
a living PSA; identifying training scenarios for plant operators; evaluating technical specifications; and
developing emergency procedures.
In the present phase ( corresponding to about 50 % full scope Level 1 PSA ), CPSE includes nine
internal initiating events ( loss of off-site power, partial loss of feedwater, total loss of service water,
loss of end shield cooling, turbine trip, very small LOCA, small break LOCA, medium LOCA, large
LOCA) and 17 system feult trees have been developed.
Component unavailabilities are based mainly an Ontario Hydro data, which form a generic CANDU
type reliability database.
For data processing (cut set generation and quantification), a computer code PSAB has been
developed, designed to be used on a PC 386 computer.
During me period 15-24 October 1990, a peer review mission organized by me IAEA performed an
extensive review of mis phase of CPSE.
Taking into account the status of the Ceraavoda plant, which is planned for startup of commercial
operation in 199S, and despite certain deficiencies regarding me communications between me PSA
team and plant designers, a number of valuable results have been obtained. These results are
concerned mainly wife design aspects, CPSE providing some insignts which could be used as an input
for decisions concerning improvements in me design.
In the same time me results are being used in the identification of accident sequences to be included in
the full scope training simulator for plant operators.
The potential use of CPSE results lies in technical specification evaluation, emergency procedures
development and the development of a living PSA which is intended to be used for the evaluation of
nuclear safety during plant operation.
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